"A" ITEM NOTE

to: Council

Subject: Joint action regarding preparation for the 1995 Conference of the States parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons


2. On the basis of an opinion from the Political Committee (8313/94 PESC 203 CONUC 4), and after the Permanent Representatives Committee had concluded there was unanimous agreement, the Council agreed in principle to the text of the joint action annexed to 8458/94 PESC 215 CONUC 6 at its meeting on 18 July 1994.

3. The text has now been finalized by the Legal/Linguistic Experts (8504/94 PESC 218 CONUC 7) and the Council is advised to:

- adopt it definitively;

- approve the entry of the following statement in the minutes of its meeting:

"The Council notes that, in support of the action referred to in Article 2, the Commission will make a contribution on the experience of the European Atomic Energy Community and its participation in the peaceful use of nuclear energy."